
 

   
 

Meeting 64th Board Meeting 

Location Teams 

Date 16th January 2021 

Start 10:30 Finish 13:00 

Attendees 
Steven Esom (SE), Mark Cooper (MC), Tony Melling (TM), Ian Wiggett (IW), 
Craig Anthony (CA), Liz Riley (LR), Shaherah Jordan (SJ), Jenny Linney (JL), 
Derek Redmond (DR), Charlie Bowling (CB) 

Minutes 
Taker 

Theo Finitsi 

Apologies 
Vasile Jornea 

Mentioned 
Mohammad Osman (MO), Andy Michaelas (AM), Trevor Hoskins (TH) 

Subject 
64th Board Meeting 

 

 Item 

1. Introduction – Board Observation 

• Apologies for Absence – Vasile Jornea 

• Conflicts of Interest - None 

• Chairs Opening Remarks  
SE introduced Governance United experts to the Board who attend the meeting 
as they were appointed for the Board Effectiveness Evaluation project 
SE communicated with UK Sport, SE and a number of clubs on a one-to-one basis 
and tried to understand how they see us as an association going forward and 
share thoughts and views 

• Actions from Last Meeting  
In progress 
Finance and Audit Committee to meet to review the Finance Manual and the sign 
off processes, Potential Plans for 21/22, Policies, Develop the role of the region in 
consultation with existing regions, Posting Grant Income on accrual basis 
Insurance – explore details on cyber insurance 
Completed 
WLAG project, confirm insurance renewal with Sports Insure, Valuation of the 
Academy as it is and after the renovation 
Not started 
Develop a new format for reporting financial info to the Board 

 
Board discussion 
Disappointing news that BWA did not secure the UK Sport funding 



 

   
 

Feedback received from UK Sport was positive and reflected the progression made 
over the past couple of years. Suggesting that there is a need for more time to bed in 
the changes to the programme. There was a feeling that the submission may have 
been too ambitious in timescale for delivery. The assessment was based on two 
criteria: 

Relative strategic merit, which considered the following factors; athlete cohort, 
appeal to young people, diversity and number of potential medals 

Growth of female wrestling 
Likelihood of Progression, the expectation of the programme producing Academy 
level athletes for the next cycle 

CA has asked for more detailed feedback on relative strategic merit as it feels this 
area is less likely to be easy to influence compared to the likelihood of progression.  
 
The Board discussed in detail the feedback and on what we can do to improve the 
programme to secure UK Sport funding in the future.  
 
There is the opportunity to potentially secure some UK Sport funds to support the 
GBR programme and CA is liaising with Performance Advisor Mike Stowe on the next 
steps.  
 
Actions:  
CA to pursue feedback on relative strategic merit of wrestling 
CA to continue to work to secure UK Sport funding for the next cycle where possible 

2. Return to the Mat 
Submitted the file for approval from DCMS, based on the contact frame sport 
released in December 20. Awaiting feedback to finalise the guidance which will be 
available for all clubs in England. It is unlikely any changes will be implemented 
before March. 
Phase 0 = no contact 
Phase 1 = path work – was only available on Tier 1 
Phase 2 = contact training 
Phase 3 = moving into competition 
 
WLAG Project is on twice a month and it attracts regular participants. The feedback 
they provide after every session, is very good. The Girls enjoy the sessions and learn 
new technics. AM and the team set up a movie night where they enjoyed it. He also 
communicates and updates them on a weekly basis and uploads videos from the 
coaches to the app. 
SJ was impressed when attended the first WLAG session 
 
National lockdown status and a new project, iWrestle, is about to start where MO 
will deliver courses focused on boys on a weekly basis 
 
There are funding opportunities and BWA try to update and support the clubs to get 
access to those and apply  



 

   
 

 
Competition Planning  
The Sport Technical Committee met at the end of the year to discuss the mat plans.  
The Committee is proposing the creation of a season for wrestling starting in 
September and finishing in May or June with the British Championships 
The Committee is recommending the creation and deployment of a new competition 
format which would be focused on local/regional competition with participants 
competing in a single bout in a prearranged timeslot with a prepared opponent. 
The Build for Birmingham group and the GBR Squad Management Team have 
requested support for provision of a closed competition in March 2021 
 
Board discussion 
The above would offer a clear rhythm a clear structure and focus for all participants.  
In the past the clubs organised the competitions and BWA and the Home Nations 
depended on clubs to come forward to organise the comps and then fit in to that.  
The Committee had previously discussed the creation of a season for wrestling and 
the opportunity is provided by the pandemic as ‘resets’ everything. British and Home 
Nations 
CB commended that there are only a few competitions around the National British 
Championships Competition and that would not create a confusion. The proposed 
season is similar to the Canadian, which begins in September and ends in February 
and in March they hold the National Competitions. In addition, the European 
competitions are during the summertime. 
Restriction on when competitions can be run may affect National Scottish 
Competition and Derbyshire Open and British Championships in May/June might 
conflict with Ramadan and/or exams. 
DR commended that BWA will now provide the necessary tools to Elite athletes and 
will support them to pick the competitions that they want.  
In addition, if BWA follows that pathway, it starts to be bringing the attitude to the 
young club fighters, where actually are following a national pathway to make it to 
championships. 
 
BWA will review and analyse effectiveness of the season with appropriate time for 
change, adaptation and evolution and encourage coaches to consider athlete 
development planning. 
 
planning comps helps both athletes and coaches + review period = medals won 
 
SJ mentioned that this is a huge development and there are benefits on having a 
structure because BWA may now project membership members. 
And athletes may take full responsibility for their preparation to continue training or 
rest to choose to compete the next season/competition. 
 
CA thanked the Board and mentioned that especially the approval for Elite Return to 
Play Guidance Competition gives the opportunity to those athletes on the GBR 



 

   
 

squad and Home Nation Commonwealth Games Long Lists to access some 
competition after months or perhaps a year of training. Only a small number of 
athletes at this stage have been able to access international competition and there is 
a need to provide focus and motivation for those who haven’t. A competition of this 
style will also support Home Nation commonwealth funding applications 
and present an opportunity to test the new competition management system 
 
CB mentioned that a fair opportunity should be offered to the athletes and not only 
to those 8 Elite athletes 
Squad Weekend trainings could be the answer to that, so everybody could have a 
chance on the mat 
 
Board  
Approved the creation of a wrestling season 
Approved the Single Bout Competitions 
Approved the Elite Return to Play Guidance Competition 
 
Actions 
Sport Technical Committee to implement approved items 

3 Strategy Development Discussion 
 
BWA feels that there is a need to develop a new strategy for the sport and the 
organisation that will take us forward. due to the pandemic that was not achievable 
until now. Following the new Chair’s recruitment that need has increased. The 
proposed format for the new strategy is to use the VMOST framework to provide 
structure and alignment. Chair suggested that the VMOST file re-circulated by email 
to the Board. Chair commented that Structure reads clear and take feedback from 
UKS and relook those areas. 
As a Board we need to think what the elements of success are and that we have 
limited resources as it is a full SE funding circle. 
Increase the membership, engage the clubs, athletes, framework – provide not only 
entertaining and safe sport for participants but also provide a really challenging and 
engaging for people they want to engage strong fights to develop and represent the 
sport.  
 
CA commended that membership, participation and customer experience have 
always been BWA’s concern because Active Lives data show 25,000 participants in 
wrestling on an annual basis which is not reflected in our membership. That is the 
key area to focus over the next year. 
 
IW commented that BWA is in a much better position than it used to be but the 
association’s standards do not help clubs and coaches to join and people to come to 
the competitions and suggested to rebalance the priorities. BWA must help the clubs 
to affiliate and the coaches to qualify and so make a nice easy experience to join us. 
 



 

   
 

MC agreed with IW that we are in a better position and commended that we put 
foundations in place and made progress in Governance. Suggested safety, 
membership, competition become BWA’s three axes and that growing the member 
leads to growing the competition success. 
Bring the really influential people – not just the regular volunteers, and utilise their 
positivity, their knowledge, their passion and their expertise. 
 
CB suggested that BWA must keep the social media updated with every new project 
and or competition or training  
 
TM suggested that affective communications in line with our structure from the 
Board to regions through the clubs would be helpful. In addition, BWA used to have 
a season wrestling in the past until it was decided to abolish it. 
 
SE We should learn from what happened in the past successful or unsuccessful. He 
also suggested that a summary of the current strategy and the key areas circulated.  
 
CA commended that Home Nations and Regions do exist and they are our key 
member bodies. Suggested that BWA need to proceed to in depth conversations to 
develop the role of the region in consultation with existing regions. 
 
Success depends on the strategy. 
 
Action 
CA to arrange meetings with all directors to gain feedback on draft strategy  
Strategy to be revisited at next meeting to review feedback and look at next steps 

4 Finance 
a. November Accounts 

BWA continue to receive covid grants from SCC funding which will cover any losses. 
SE underspend is the concern, a number of projects have planned spend that will 
mitigate this and CA/TF will investigate projected underspend from Dec accounts. A 
meeting has been scheduled with Greater Sport to discuss the management 
accounts and minimise any risks. 
 

b. 2021/22 Budget 
It is rather a conservative budget, all Grants shown in the budget are confirmed. 
Challenging to project due to the current climate however there is an expected 
increase in income from training. 
Academy’s budget is a conservative estimate based on lockdown of sports facilities 
finishing around April. 
SE funds are a rollover of 2020/21 with the addition of the Digital project which will 
continue with remaining funds and the CWG Medal Preparation funding.  
The number of classes has been reduced in the budget to reflect the SE Classes to 
report next year and to increase our flexibility. 
 



 

   
 

JL suggested that we review the budget and re-forecast in March. Board Approved 
the budget subject to re-forecast in March.  
 
Action 
Finance Committee to review the budget in March and re-forecast 
 

c. Finance Committee Membership 
The Finance and Audit Committee needs new membership. JL, SE and CA met on 
Thursday last week to review the accounts and discuss budget. The Board discussed 
the membership and role of the committee highlighting the members of the 
committee should be directors with others invited to contribute. The position of a 
representative of the Home Nations and Regions is vacant, TM offered to take that 
position, Board approved.  
 
Actions 
Finance Committee ToR to be adapted and agreed via email 
Finance committee to meet prior to next Board meeting 
 

5 Academy Valuation 
 
A valuation of the Academy took place before Christmas, funded by SE Academy 
Project Development funds and the valuation was shared with the Board. 
 
CA mentioned that we benefit from the current situation - it would be nice to be in a 
good working/wrestling environment; have communicated that with the local 
community to get support on renovating the Academy, we have not hear from them 
yet.  
Value lease is not impacted in case you decide to move into another facility 
SE commented that it would be a massive distraction moving into another facility 
and with the sports where we are NG moving rather developing the sports, it could 
take a number of years and everything will be on hold again. 
CA recommended not to sell but renovate the Academy – maintain the wrestling 
facility in Salford. Any support we might receive is linked with that building. CA 
suggested to think of a budget where we could feel comfortable and run a tender so 
we could find the providers and get the support 
 
MC fundamentally supports the idea for the BWA having a home, protecting spiritual 
and physical premises is very important. Commended that he has a significant 
concern for the BWA to spending that amount for a building that it is for less than a 
100 years rental. He would prefer that BWA owns the premises. MC will contact the 
prospective funders and inform them properly.  
 
Board agreed with the CEOs recommendation 
 
Actions 



 

   
 

CA to continue to pursue lease extension 
CA to explore additional funding opportunities 
MC to confirm private sponsor support 
 

6 Targets 
Club affiliation continues to increase with three new affiliations.  
Membership continues to fall as members aren’t renewing with no activity or 
competition likely.  
Some clubs have raised the question to reduce the costs on club affiliation as there 
are no competitions on due to the pandemic. BWA offers instalment payments. The 
Board discussed additional support to maintain club affiliations and agreed to extend 
payment deadline for 2021 club affiliation to 31st March 2020. This is to be reviewed 
at the March Board meeting based on the current situation.  
 
Online training coaching courses have begun and income is expected to increase. 
 
Actions 
TH to communicate payment deadline extension for club affiliation 
 

7 Risk Register  
 
No change as nothing is happening we continue to have the same risks at the same 
rating. Safeguarding has been removed as there is no safeguarding update. 
 
LR questions who has the authority to approve different things in the Risk Register – 
follow up from the previous Board meeting. Budget approvals, authority approvals 
CA responded that finance items are reviewed and approved by the Finance 
Committee and then presented to the Board 
 
SE suggested that we schedule a meeting in the middle of the year to discuss and 
review the risk register 
 
Actions Finance Manual - update 

8 Any Other Business (of which the Chair has had prior notice) 
No other business 

 Meeting Closed 
Next Board Meeting on 20th March 2021 

 


